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------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. - Version History 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
[10/10/04] v. 1.0 
     -Finished Episode VI and other sections. Also added in the lightsaber 
       controls in the controls section, check it out if you don't know what 
       combos you can do with it. 
                                                                                
[10/08/04] v. 0.6 
     -Finished Episode V. 
                                                                                
[10/07/04] v. 0.4 
     -Finished the next four missions of Episode V. Also updated the abilities 
       section up to the Find Yoda level. 
                                                                                
[10/04/04] v. 0.3 
     -Finished Episode IV completely. Also fixed a few mistakes here and there. 
                                                                                
[10/03/04]  v. 0.2 
     -Added the ASC art header and got past three more levels.  
                                                                                
[09/30/04]  v. 0.1 
     -Started FAQ/Walkthrough and got past level two. 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2. - Controls 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 2.1 - On Foot 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
D-Pad  - Moves character 
                                                                                
A      - Jump 
                                                                                
B      - Attack 
                                                                                
L      - Aims up/down (Gun) 
         Deflect shots (Lightsaber) 
                                                                                
R      - Combination for Jedi powers 
                                                                                
Start  - Pauses game 
                                                                                
Select - No use 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 2.2 - X-Wing 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                



D-Pad
                                                                                
 Up    - Speed up 
 Down  - Slow down 
 Left  - Turn left 
 Right - Turn right 
                                                                                
A      - None 
                                                                                
B      - Shoot 
                                                                                
L      - None 
                                                                                
R      - Turbo 
                                                                                
Start  - Pauses game 
                                                                                
Select - No use 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 2.3 - Lightsaber 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
As you may or may not know, there are many different kinds of combos you can 
use, some stronger than others, some quicker than others. Here I will describe 
all of them. 
                                                                                
B      - This will provide you with a single slash. 
                                                                                
B+B    - This will give you a double slash, it will be just like the single  
          slash except now, Luke will bring the lightsaber back hitting them 
          another time.  
                                                                                
Up+B   - This will give you an uppercut taking out any enemies in front of you 
          when you use it. This is one of the strongest attacks but it also  
          takes the longest but it only takes about an extra second. 
                                                                                
Jump+B - This will be just like the uppercut except it will be higher. Also  
          remember this because this will give you the best attack. If you hit 
          B again after the uppercut while you are still in the air, you will 
          execute a spinning move taking out all the enemies within lightsaber 
          distance of you. 
                                                                                
Down+B - The will make you hit the enemies only in front of you at their knees. 
          It doesn't matter where you hit them but if you duck you can avoid 
          most shots. 
                                                                                
Hold B - This will kill everybody on the screen but it will take about half of 
          your Force energy. You will get this ability on the second level  
          called "Locate Han, Leia, and the Others." 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3. - Walkthrough 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.11 - Meet Uncle Owen in the Front of the Farm 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
"A fierce battle lit the skies of Tatooine that day. The Rebel Blockade Runner, 



pursued by an Imperial Star Destroyer, was overtaken. A small pod crash-landed 
in Tatooine's Dune Sea, and two small droids emerged from the wreckage, one of 
them carrying an urgent message for the Rebel Alliance..." 
                                                                                
"Their pod had crash-landed somewhere in the Dune Sea. Lost and alone, they  
were defenseless against the sandcrawler filled with scavenging little Jawas. 
And this is where my journey begins. The very next day, the same Jawas came by  
our homestead to sell us the droids. As usual, Uncle Owen called me over to 
clean them up." 
                                                                                
Now you have to meet Uncle Owen in the front of the farm. Start off by going to 
the right. Jump on to the crates in front of you and pull yourself up so you  
will be on top of them. Now jump on to the crates. You will have to jump 
from one to another here. Don't fall in between because there is a big hole in 
the ground there. Now jump down and over the next crates. Jump over the crates 
and walk into the next screen. 
                                                                                
Jump onto those barrels there. Get on the other side and jump on the pillars. 
Again, you will have to jump from one pillar to another because there is a hole 
in between the two. Jump on the next pillars and then land safely on the  
ground. Jump over all of these crates and run off into the next screen again.  
Jump on to these crates and get over them completely. Run a little further and 
you will meet your Uncle Owen. 
                                                                                
"I'm quite sure you'll be very pleased with that one, sir. He really is in 
first class condition. I've worked with him before. Here he comes. Luke, take 
these two over to the garage, will you? I want them cleaned up before dinner. 
But I was going into Tosche Station to pick up some power converters... You 
can waste time with your friends when your chores are done. Now, come on, get 
to it! Okay, let's go. It just isn't fair. I'm never gonna get out of here!" 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.12 - Locate R2-D2 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
"To make things worse, the R2 unit managed to escape. It was partly my own  
fault... I couldn't let my Uncle find out! I should have been more careful... 
The desert was just crawling with dangerous Sand People!" 
                                                                                
Now you have to find R2-D2. Just go to the right again. You will eventually 
reach small holes in the ground, they will let out a puff of sand so be  
careful. After those puffs will be some quick sand. You can sink a little and 
still get out but don't wait too long in there. Once you pass the quick sand, 
jump on that rock and grab the gun. Now fall off and shoot that enemy on the  
ground. 
                                                                                
Walk up to the hole in the ground but don't jump over just yet. Shoot at the 
enemy on the other side of the hole and then jump over it. Keep running and 
shoot at the enemy that is running straight at you. Go up to that next puff of 
smoke and another enemy will appear. Shoot him and grab the health if you need  
it by going past the puff of sand. Now jump over the quick sand and avoid the 
puff of sand after it. Run off the screen for the next area.  
                                                                                
Wait for the puff of sand and hop on to that rock. Jump over the quick sand  
there. You will then face an ambush of three enemies all coming from in front 
of you. Just shoot them all and continue. Now there will be an odd looking  
wall. You can climb up this wall and get on to a higher ground. Grab the health 
there if you need it and get on the ledge. Fall all the way down and kill all 
of the enemies. Go past the puff of smoke.  
                                                                                



Jump on to the ledge there and jump on the next ledge. Climb down that wall and 
make sure you don't fall into the hole. Shoot at the two enemies there and  
continue. Go past the puff of sand and kill the next enemy. Get to the next  
puff of sand and wait for the enemy to come down after you, kill him and keep 
going forward. You will then face an ambush of four enemies, two coming from  
each side of you. 
                                                                                
Go forward a little bit and wait for the enemy so you could kill him. Go a  
little further but don't jump onto the rock quite yet. Wait for the enemy to  
fall so you could kill him. Now jump on to the ledge avoiding the puff of sand. 
Now you don't have to jump on to this ledge, in fact, I advise that you don't. 
Fall into the quick sand and just keep jumping and shooting. Kill all four 
enemies there and advance more. You will face an ambush of two enemies coming 
at you from the left. Go off the screen to the right to get to the next area. 
                                                                                
Right away, just shoot at the enemy. Go past the puff of sand and stand just to 
the left of the wall you can climb. Aim up and shoot at the enemy up there.  
Kill him and grab the health down below if you need it. Now climb up the wall  
and on to the ledge. Walk to the end of the ledge and shoot the enemy on the  
next. Jump on to that ledge. Fall off at the end of that ledge and grab the  
gun. Kill the enemy that will jump at you here and continue to the right. Also 
kill the other enemy that is coming at you. 
                                                                                
Go past the puff of sand. Shoot the enemy that will jump down and also shoot  
the enemy on the other side of the quick sand. Go to the quick sand and you  
will be ambushed by six enemies, three from each side. Now if you have time 
quickly grab the health but chances are it will disappear when you get to it. 
Go past the quick sand and continue to the right. Kill the next enemy and jump 
over the rocks. Kill the two enemies after the rocks and go past the puff of 
sand.
                                                                                
There will be two in front of you after a few steps and one behind you. Kill 
the one behind you first and then go after the two in front of you. There will 
also be one more coming at you from the right so be careful. Get to the quick 
sand for two more enemies behind you and one to the right. Again, go after the 
enemies behind you and then kill the one in front of you. Get past the quick 
sand here and past the puff of sand. In between the quick sand and the puff of 
sand will be an enemy coming at you from the right so kill him and keep going 
right.  
                                                                                
Kill the next enemy and go up this rock wall. Jump on to the ledge and now you 
will have to spare some health. Kill the person on the ledge and jump to the  
right. Kill the enemy there and there will be a health for you. Go more to the 
right for an ambush of about eight more people attacking from both sides again. 
Try to take out the person on the ledge first though. Go to the right and avoid 
the puffs of sand. Go after the left one makes a puff. Go a little more to the 
right now.  
                                                                                
Kill the two enemies here and get past the puff of sand. Climb up the rock wall 
and at the top, jump and shoot so you will kill the enemy on the ledge in front 
of you. Jump on to that ledge now. Get off and land on the gun. Now kill all  
three enemies on the screen. Go a little further for a pathetic attempt of an 
ambush of just two enemies coming up from the left. Go past the puff of sand  
and grab the health. If that one fades away, there will be another on the rock 
ahead of you. Kill the people you will see when you get on that rock.  
                                                                                
Get past the quick sand now. There will be three more enemies when you get past 
it so be careful. Once you kill those enemies, get past the puffs of sand. At a 
random time, two enemies will appear while you may be trying to jump on to the 
ledge so stay alert. Go a little further and two more enemies will come from  



behind. Now jump up the rock wall and climb up it. Again you will have to  
sacrifice some more health. Jump off the ledge trying to grab all of the items 
on your way down. Just make sure not to fall in the hole or the puff of sand. 
                                                                                
This will be an ambush style attack. The person on the ledge is who you really 
have to kill. Shoot at him and when people ambush you, shoot at them. Just keep 
shooting everybody until the person on the ledge up top dies. A great way to  
kill him is to stand in the middle. Shoot everybody on the ground and then aim 
up by pressing the L button and keep shooting. Keep doing that until he dies. 
                                                                                
Now go to the right and you will reach some quick sand. Jump over it and pass 
the puff of smoke. Keep going to the right and jump on the rock. You will find 
R2-D2 there. Once you scare all of the people around him away, he will follow 
you. Just go a little to the right and past the puff of smoke. You will finally 
finish your first real level. 
                                                                                
"After I saved R2-D2, we ran into old Ben Kenobi. It turns out he was the 
reason R2-D2 escaped! R2 had an urgent message to deliver to Ben from Princess 
Leia. During the attack, she had managed to hide the plans for Death Star  
inside R2. Turns out Old Ben was actually a real Jedi Knight named Obi-Wan! The 
plans had to be delivered to the Rebel Alliance on Alderaan if there was to be 
any hope... Obi-Wan asked me to join him. He told me the time had come: I 
should become a Jedi -- like my father." 
                                                                                
"Imperial stormtroopers, had tracked the escaped droids to my home, and 
savagely killed my aunt and uncle. There was now nothing left for me on 
Tatooine. I agreed to follow Obi-Wan and study the ways of the Force. We made 
our way to Mos Eisley looking for a ship and a pilot. The best freighter pilots 
could be found at the Cantina." 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.13 - Meet Obi-Wan at the Cantina 
------------------------------------------------- 
Rush Forward : 
 Double Tap Left of Right. 
                                                                                
Meet Obi-Wan at the Cantina. Use the DASH to jump further. 
Just go to the right and you will reach a door in a little while. R2-D2 will 
open the door for you. Let R2-D2 open it and go through the doorway. Just run 
really far to the right and you will reach another door, this time, R2-D2 won't 
open it for you. You have to climb up the wall here and jump over the wall. Do 
that and hit the switch by shooting your gun at it. 
                                                                                
Now go to the right and duck behind the barrel. Wait for the storm trooper to 
come by so you can kill him. Blow up the barrel and go to the right for an  
ambush, there will be one storm trooper coming at you from each side. Go  
through the door there but you need R2-D2 near you when you go through it. When 
you go through the door, go a little to the right and shoot the storm trooper 
while he still doesn't see you. Keep going to the right. Again shoot the next 
storm trooper and then you will reach an ambush with two storm troopers from 
each side.
                                                                                
Go and jump over the crate and kill the storm trooper. Just let R2-D2 stay  
there so you don't have to worry about it getting shot. Jump on the crate again 
and jump up. Hang on to the ledge. Jump up there when nobody is near you and 
shoot them. One of them will be carrying a keycard. Go back to the door you  
came from and get R2-D2 there. Go through it and you will be back to where you 
were. Just go right. 
                                                                                
Go on the elevator and let R2-D2 on it. Get him up there and go on the roof. 



Kill the person on the roof and get off at the other end. Go to the door and 
you can open this one by yourself. Kill the storm trooper on the other side and 
make sure R2-D2 is still behind you. Just keep going right and run off the  
screen and into the next area. If Luke says, "Come on R2-D2, I can't leave you 
behind." then just wait for R2-D2 to catch up. Then run into the next area. 
                                                                                
Run a few steps and there will be a wall you can climb up. Once you see that 
wall, there will be a storm trooper that will appear. Kill him and climb up the 
wall. Jump on the ledge to the left and shoot the storm trooper up there. Now 
jump on the ledge above him for health. Jump on the roof to the right and kill 
the storm trooper there. Grab the key card he dropped and go back down to the  
ground with R2-D2. The keycard activates the elevator. Just run into the  
control panel and it will turn on. Now go on it with R2-D2 and get on the roof. 
                                                                                
Go to the end of the roof for another storm trooper. This one will drop health 
if you need it. Now fall down and go to the right for two storm troopers right 
next to each other. Go a little further for an ambush. There will be two from 
each side in that ambush. Go to the door shortly after the ambush and R2-D2  
will open it for you. 
                                                                                
Don't shoot the crate just yet, instead jump over it and shoot the storm  
trooper on the other side. Go a little further for an ambush, the same as the 
last. Then go back and shoot the crate so R2-D2 can come along. Also grab the 
gun in the crate. Now climb up the wall before the door. You will have to jump  
to the ledge above the door. Jump on it and then get off at the other side.  
Kill the storm trooper there waiting for you. After you kill the storm trooper, 
hit the switch so R2-D2 can still follow you.  
                                                                                
Go to the right for another ambush, three from the left and two from the right. 
Let R2-D2 open up the next door for you. Now just run to the right the rest of 
the way and you will see Obi-Wan.  
                                                                                
"Han solo, pilot of the Millennium Falcon, was going to be our guide. He didn't 
come cheap; I had to sell my landspeeder." 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.14 - Sell the Land Speeder 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Find the garage and sell the landspeeder. 
                                                                                
Go left for the beginning part of this level. Jump on those crates but not 
on the roof yet. From the second highest crate you can go on, jump and shoot  
the storm trooper. Kill him before you go on the roof. Go on it and to the  
right after you kill him. Try to do a dash and jump on to the first ledge. You 
can jump onto another for a nice item that will make your health bar bigger. 
You can dash again and jump to the right to land on another ledge with a health 
item there.  
                                                                                
Now climb down that wall and kill the storm troopers there. Go to the left and 
through the door but you might have to kill a storm trooper before you enter. 
Jump on the crates and dash to make the jump. Jump on to the ledge and over the 
rest of the hole. Go to the left and kill the person behind the crate but do  
not break that crate. Go a little further to the left for an ambush. Go to the 
right of the crate and duck. Shoot at all of the storm troopers from the right 
until no more are coming. Now break the crate and shoot at the storm troopers  
to the left. Grab the keycard there after the ambush. Now go back to the door. 
                                                                                
Now go to the right again. Go and kill the two storm troopers waiting for you. 
Now go a little further for another ambush. Go open the door after the ambush 



is over. Go a little further to the right and kill the next storm trooper. If 
you stay in that spot, another storm trooper will come after you. Just crouch 
and shoot at him. Now slowly move to the right until you can see the next storm 
trooper, stop once you can see him. Shoot at him and then make about two more 
steps for an ambush. At this ambush, go to the right because there will only be 
two storm troopers coming up from behind you.  
                                                                                
Shoot the crates that blow up, the higher one will have a health in it. Now go 
over the crate and continue to the right. Kill the two storm troopers and then 
you will be in a pretty hard ambush. Immediately shoot at the storm trooper on 
the ledge above you. Once you kill him, the rest will be just like every other 
ambush. Grab the keycard one of the drop this time though. Go a little to the 
left and shoot at the storm trooper. Now jump on the ledge where the storm  
trooper was during the ambush. 
                                                                                
Jump from the ledge to the right and on to the crates. You will then see two 
storm troopers on the ground and one to the right off the screen which you  
shouldn't see yet. You can kill the closest one to you by aiming down while on 
the crates. For the other two you will have to jump down on the ground and just 
shoot at them. Go a little further to the right until you see the next storm 
trooper. Quickly shoot that one and turn around immediately. Shoot the storm 
trooper that is right behind you before he gets you. Go in the door after you 
kill all of them. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and climb up the walls. Kill the storm trooper on the lower  
roof for a health. Now climb up the rest of the way for the next roof. Kill the 
storm trooper up there and hit the switch for the elevator. At the bottom of 
the elevator will be a storm trooper so be careful. Break the two breakable  
crates there and shoot the storm trooper after the unbreakable crate. Grab the 
ammo and health if you need it.  
                                                                                
Jump on the unbreakable crate and then on to that large pillar. Fall down and 
shoot at the two storm troopers. Wait there and another will run after you. Now 
that you killed all of the storm troopers in this area, go to the right for an 
ambush. Go to the right and you will reach a crate, shoot your gun and then  
jump over the crate and follow it until you kill the storm trooper. Now go  
until you can barely see one hiding behind a crate. Shoot him and then try to 
get the storm trooper on a higher ledge. Shoot him and let the last storm  
trooper come to you. Then go to the right for an ambush.  
                                                                                
After the ambush, jump on that crate and on to the ledge. Shoot the storm  
trooper above you and go on to that ledge. Now dash and jump on to the ledge to 
the right with the door on it. Go to the left in this new area and break the  
crate for a gun. Climb down the wall after that. Go to the left for a big  
ambush there will be two storm troopers above you this time. Shoot at everybody 
and one will drop a keycard. Grab the keycard and go back to the right. Dash so 
you can jump over the large gap. Jump over the pillars and kill the storm 
troopers down there.  
                                                                                
Go a little further to the right and kill the other storm trooper there. Now 
aim up and try to kill the storm trooper on the roof before you climb up there. 
That storm trooper on the roof will drop a nice health pack that is stronger 
than the usual. Also get that very powerful gun over there. Now go back to  
where you came from and go through the door again. 
                                                                                
Kill the storm trooper on the ledge to the right of you and then jump on to it. 
On that ledge will be a gun in a crate. You can save it for when your gun runs 
out of ammo if you want to just don't break the crate if you want it. Now, just 
fall off the wall instead of climbing down so you can kill the storm trooper.  
Go to the right and use the same strategy as before, hide behind the crate and 



shoot at the storm troopers that can run into you, then kill the others. 
                                                                                
Jump on to the crates and aim up. Shoot at the storm trooper up there. Now dash 
and jump on to the ledge where the storm trooper was and go through the door. 
Fall off of this roof and go to the right. After a while you will see a storm 
trooper. Shoot him once you see him and then take a few steps for another  
ambush. The last storm trooper you kill will drop a health. Go to the right and 
on the elevator. Go through the door up there. 
                                                                                
Break the crate just to the right of you and go left after you grab the gun. 
Climb down the wall and kill the two storm troopers down there. Go to the left 
and kill the storm trooper there. Go a little further for an ambush. Kill the  
only two storm troopers in the ambush and keep going left. Jump on to the ledge 
there and then on to the pillar. Go to the left and kill the storm trooper. 
Jump over the next crates and kill the storm troopers there. Go a little  
further to the left and kill the next storm trooper. Go to the end of this path 
for an ambush. Kill all of them and one will drop a keycard. Pick it up and go 
all the way back to the door. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and climb down the wall. Shoot at the two storm troopers down 
there. Go to the right and open up the door. Jump on those crates and on the 
roof to the right. Kill the two storm troopers there and one will drop a  
health. Go to the right and you won't encounter any enemies for a while until 
you reach an ambush. Jump over the next crates and continue to the right. Just 
run into the land speeder for the end of the level. 
                                                                                
"After collecting the money from the landspeeder, I had to meet Obi-Wan and the 
droids on the Millennium Falcon, Solo's ship." 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.15 - Meet Obi-Wan and Han Solo 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Meet Obi-Wan and Han Solo at Docking Bay 94. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and break that crate for a better gun. Jump over the crate and 
continue to the right. Go to the right and kill the storm trooper on the higher 
ledge. Jump on that ledge for health if you need it and walk to the right side 
of it. Shoot at the storm trooper on the other ledge and there will be an 
ambush. Fall down to the ground to kill them easier.  
                                                                                
Now jump on the left ledge. Dash to the right and jump on to the roof. If you 
didn't make the jump, kill the storm trooper, then try to make the jump again. 
Get on the roof and kill the two storm troopers up there. Now go to the right 
and jump over the door. Stay on that ledge above the door. You have to dash to 
the right and jump to the next ledge. On that ledge will be a gun for you.  
Shoot it to the right because you should just barely see a storm trooper. 
                                                                                
Jump down for an ambush. Kill the storm trooper on the ledge before you start 
to kill others. Kill all of them and go to the right after the ambush. Kill the 
storm trooper you will see when you make your first steps after the ambush.  
Jump up on the ledge that should be above your head by now and dash and jump to 
the right. Jump on to that ledge and over the pillar. 
                                                                                
Kill the storm trooper on the next roof and grab the health he drops. Jump to 
the right and you should land in an ambush. Kill them all and jump on to the 
roof above you. Kill the storm trooper up there and go to the right. Jump over 
the crate and into the door to get into the next area.  
                                                                                
Jump over the crates before you shoot them. Kill the storm trooper on the other 



side and then break those crates. There will be a gun in there, grab it and  
continue to the right. Climb up the wall and jump on to the ledge. When the 
storm trooper goes to the right, jump and shoot. Kill him and go to the right. 
You will eventually reach a storm trooper, quickly shoot him and an ambush will 
begin. Kill them all and grab the bigger health to fill your health up more. 
                                                                                
Go to the end and drop down one crate. Shoot the storm trooper there and go on 
that ledge. There will be an ambush that you will have the perfect vantage  
point from. Shoot down at the storm troopers on the ground. Fall when it is  
over and shoot at the storm trooper on the other ledge. Jump on the crates and 
shoot at the storm trooper on the ledge. Be careful though because there will  
be one that comes up from behind you. Jump on to that ledge. Dash and jump to 
the right and land on the ledge above the door. Go over the door and land on  
the ground. Now just make a few steps to the right and you will finish this  
level off.  
                                                                                
"We had reached Alderaan's coordinates... The planet wasn't there! It had been 
blown away! Only one weapon could be responsible for that kind of  
destruction... The Death Star! We were trapped! The Death Star's tractor beam  
pulled us into a huge hangar filled with stormtroopers..." 
                                                                                
"With the tractor beam active, there was no chance of escape from the Death 
Star. R2-D2 was our only way to shut off the controls." 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.16 - Find R2-D2 and Reach the Control Room 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Roll under obstacles : 
 A while crouched. 
                                                                                
Find R2-D2 and reach the control room. 
                                                                                
Wait for that laser in front of you to turn off. If you run into it, you will 
slowly die. Go to the right a little more and roll under the wall. You will get 
that gun, once you stand up, shoot to kill the storm trooper. Go to the right 
just a little further and you will be in an ambush. Kill the enemy on the  
ground that will appear. Now you have to climb up the ledge. Jump up and kill  
the storm troopers on the screen to finish off the ambush. Jump on the next 
ledge and shoot at the storm trooper just above you. 
                                                                                
Go to the left on the highest ledge you can reach. Shoot at the two storm  
troopers just above you and continue to the left. Go to the left and kill the 
storm trooper above you before you go by the lasers. Go past the lasers after 
you kill the storm trooper for an ambush. There will be about six storm  
troopers that will come after you from the left. Shoot them all and then shoot 
the crate to the right of you for a gun. Go get it while the lasers are off and 
then go to the left. 
                                                                                
Jump on the ledge and don't bother wasting your ammo on the crate on the  
ground. There will be nothing in it. Kill the storm trooper there and then jump 
on the next ledge. There will be an ambush of one storm trooper from the right. 
This storm trooper drops a health if you need it. Run to the right and you will 
reach a wall. Crouch and roll underneath the wall to get past it. Go in the  
door in this new area.  
                                                                                
Go to the right and you will have to dash to make this jump. Jump on that large 
crate and there will be an ambush. All three of the enemies here will be on the 
upper level above you. Kill them and continue to the right. Crouch and roll  
under this wall and jump on to those large crates again. There will be another 



ambush of two enemies to the right of you on the ground so aim down. One will 
drop a nice health for you. Jump back on to those crates and jump on to the  
ledge.  
                                                                                
Go up another ledge. There will be an ambush with storm troopers spread out to 
pretty much everywhere. Kill all of them from up to down. One will drop a  
keycard you need and another will drop a big health for you. The crate in the 
middle will make for good cover so try not to break it. When the ambush is  
over, break it for a new gun. Fall down to the ground and open the door to the 
right. Go through the door there for the next area. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and jump on the large crates. Jump up and shoot at the storm 
trooper before he shoots you with the gun. You can climb up that grate in the 
middle so do that. Jump to the left and shoot the storm trooper there. Now  
climb up these ledges. Shoot the two storm troopers up here and follow the 
platforms to the right. You can shoot the storm trooper just a little higher 
for a new gun. Now go to the right for another ambush, just sit in between the 
two blue crates and kill them all. 
                                                                                
Go to the right after the ambush and roll under the wall. Shoot at the storm 
trooper on the ledge above you and go to the right for another ambush with  
storm troopers all around. All the way to the top of the platforms during the 
ambush will be a better gun if you want it. After the ambush, continue to the 
right. Jump on the ledge and fall down one more ledge to kill the storm  
trooper. Shoot at the sentry gun there and fall down to the next ledge. Keep 
falling down until you can't fall anymore. 
                                                                                
Go to the left when you are on the ground and roll under the wall. Go to the 
left when the laser is off. There will be an intense ambush while you are in 
between these lasers that is actually quite entertaining. One of the storm 
troopers to the left will drop a big health so get it when it's over. Go to the 
left and through the doorway, go through the door after the doorway. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and wait until the lasers are off. Dash and jump over the gap 
when you get a chance. Go to the blue crate for an ambush. Kill all of the 
storm troopers, most of them will have they will drop of value. Go to the  
ground and to the right. Kill the storm troopers and break the crate for a gun. 
Shoot the sentry gun on the ceiling and roll under the wall. You will face 
another ambush here. After the ambush, roll under the wall. 
                                                                                
Go to the right for another ambush and go to the door. Open it by shooting the 
switch. Go in the door for the next area. Go to the right and abvoid the laser. 
After the lasers, roll under the door. Go a little further to the right and  
shoot the sentry gun. After the sentry gun will be a big ambush. You will know 
when the ambush is almost over when there are about five storm troopers to the  
left.
                                                                                
Keep going to the right and shoot at the storm troopers that are a level above 
you. The second storm trooper will drop a gun. There will be an ambush there 
so I suggest you jump up to get the gun. Shoot at all of them and go to the 
right and roll under the wall. Shoot the switches and just avoid the guns. Go 
through the door to the right.  
                                                                                
Shoot the crate to the left of you for a gun and go to the right. Avoid the 
sentry guns and climb up the walls to the right and you will reach a laser.  
Jump to the left and shoot the storm trooper up there. Kill everybody in the 
ambush and go a little further to the left. Hit the switch and go to the right. 
Go past where the laser was. Roll under the wall and kill the storm troopers in 
the ambush.  
                                                                                



Go to the right and jump off of the ledge. There will be a small area under a 
wall you have to roll under but this time, you have to avoid a laser. Roll when 
it is safe and continue to the right. There will be an ambush. Shoot at the  
switch above you for a bridge and a better spot to shoot from. Kill the storm 
troopers in the ambush and go to the right. Roll under the wall again and avoid 
the lasers. Go into the door into the next area. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and shoot at the storm trooper with the big gun. You can avoid 
this sentry gun so continue to the right. Shoot the storm trooper on the top of 
the crates and fall off to the right. Go to a small section where you can duck 
and you won't be shot by the sentry gun. Hide there and shoot at all of the  
storm troopers that will be in this ambush. Go through the door after the  
ambush.  
                                                                                
Kill the storm trooper on the other side of the door and grab the gun that he 
drops. Jump on the ledge here and on to the next ledge to the right. There will 
be an ambush with storm troopers all around. After the ambush you can do either 
two things. You can go down to the ground and to the right to get some health. 
It will be in a crate, just shoot it to grab it. Either way you have to climb 
up to the top and go to the right, roll under the wall here. 
                                                                                
Shoot at the sentry guns here. Go along the highest platforms you can go on and 
shoot the switch to get a bridge. Go on the bridge and get past the laser when 
you get a chance. Shoot at the crate there and get the keycard. Fall down to  
the ground and shoot the two storm troopers down there. Now go to the right and 
near the end will be a door that you have to go through to the next area. That 
keycard goes to this door. 
                                                                                
Now you have R2-D2 following you. Go to the right a little bit for an easy 
ambush. Continue to the right after the ambush. Go up the next elevator and gp 
through the door. Go to the right for a quick ambush. The last storm trooper 
will be carrying the keycard you need. Now go back to the door and refill your 
ammo by breaking the crate to the left of the door and grabbing the gun. Go 
through the door next. 
                                                                                
Go down the elevator to the left and let R2-D2 get a bridge to the door. Now go 
to the right and open the door with the keycard. Go to the right for a big 
ambush. This one will be harder than the others not just because there is a 
storm trooper above you, but also because you have to help R2-D2 survive. Go to 
the right and roll under the wall. Go hit the two switches to the right and get 
back to R2-D2. Take the elevator going up and go to the right. Go through the 
door and break the gate. There will be a very quick ambush of just one storm 
trooper from the left. Let R2-D2 open up the door and go through the next door. 
                                                                                
Go to the door but do not open it yet. Kill the storm troopers coming from the 
left in the ambush. Then go to the right and kill the storm troopers there. A 
few of them will drop different things. Now just go to the right and run off of 
the screen to finish off the level. 
                                                                                
"While hacking the main computer, R2-D2 found Princess Leia. She was being held 
prisoner aboard! We found her cell, and we needed to get back to the Millennium 
Falcon before anyone realized the tractor beam had been shut down." 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.17 - Escort Leia to the Millenium Falcon 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Luke : I'm Luke Skywalker. I'm here to rescue you. 
Leia : You're who? 
Luke : I'm here to rescue you. I've got your R2 unit. I'm here with Ben Kenobi. 



Leia : Ben Kenobi! Where is he?  
Luke : Come on! 
                                                                                
Escort Leia to the Millenium Falcon. 
                                                                                
This level is a little hard because you have to make sure Princess Leia doesn't 
die as well as yourself. But don't worry, if you pick up a health, it will heal 
both of you. You also have some help too because Princess Leia will shoot a few 
storm troopers for you. Go to the right a little bit for an ambush. Quickly 
shoot the storm trooper to the right and just duck and shoot left. Let Princess 
Leia shoot the storm troopers to the right. You can do that without letting 
either of you get hit. 
                                                                                
Go to the right further to fight three more storm troopers. Go further for a 
gun and you will reach a door. Go through it and continue to the right. There 
will be a big ambush with a lot of storm troopers now. Jump on the ledge and 
shoot at the storm troopers up there. Let Princess Leia get the storm troopers 
on the ground and a lot of them will drop health if you need it. When you kill 
them all, go right. Go through the next door and kill all of the storm troopers 
in the next room. Three of them will drop health. Go to the right when you are 
done and into the door to reach the next area. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and through the door. The door will lock behind you and you  
will have to shoot that switch up higher. Just go to the left as far as you can 
and look right and up. Shoot and slowly move to the right and you will  
eventually hit the switch. Take the bridge and continue to the right. Go to 
where you will see a platform for another ambush. Use the same strategy that 
you used before. Jump on that platform and let Princess Leia take the storm 
troopers on the ground out herself. 
                                                                                
Go to the right for another ambush. There will be a sentry gun in this one so 
try to take that out first. Shoot all of the storm troopers and go to the  
right. There will be another sentry gun. Shoot that and you will have plenty of 
time for both Luke and Princess Leia to sneak by it. Go into the door just 
below the sentry gun to get into the next area. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and jump on to the first platform you can reach. Go to the  
right and jump on the next platform. There will be an ambush. All of the storm 
troopers in the first set will be on the ground. Let Princess Leia kill them 
all on the ground. After a little while of killing, storm troopers will appear  
on the platforms. Once it's all done, continue to the right. There will be a 
gun for you just to the right. 
                                                                                
There will be another ambush to the right. Do the same thing again by shooting 
on the platforms and letting Princess Leia kill the storm troopers on the  
ground. Go to the right as far as you can now to finish this level off.  

"When we got back to the Millennium Falcon, Obi-Wan and Darth Vader were  
dueling! Obi-Wan saw me, and something strange happened. He raised his  
lightsaber and, as Vader struck him, he vanished. He simply disappeared.  
Obi-Wan had given me my first real Jedi lesson : the Force is stronger than  
death, and these are alternatives to fighting."  
                                                                                
"After our escape, we delivered the plans stored in R2-D2 to the Rebel Alliance 
for analysis. The Death Star had only one weakness..." 
                                                                                
"The plan was to go straight down a trench and aim a proton torpedo down a 
small thermal exhaust port. The shaft led directly to the main reactor. A  
precise hit would destroy the station. It wouldn't be easy. I needed R2-D2 with 
me. The little droid could repair my X-wing after each hit -- as long as he  



didn't get hurt!" 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.18 - Destroy the TIE Fighters 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
This is a pretty straight-forward, Asteroids-styled level. Look at the X-Wing 
controls for general help in my controls section first. All you have to do is 
kill thirty TIE fighters and don't let R2-D2 get killed. R2-D2 gets hurt when  
you get shot at from behind. R2-D2 will refill your X-Wing's health slowly. 
The arrows around the screen will show you the TIE fighter nearest to you. The 
color will show you how close they are. The following diagram will explain what 
all of the colors mean: 
                                                                                
Green  - These will be the farthest away. 
Yellow - These will be pretty close but not too close. 
Red    - You should see these soon. 
                                                                                
"Red Leader to Red Five! I missed the exhaust port. Get set up for your attack 
run. Now it's all up to you kid." 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.19 - Destroy the Main Reactor 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
This is another one of those missions that are straight to the point. Just fly 
to the right and don't hit any walls. There will be sentry guns looking in all 
directions but right. There will also be a few points with TIE fighters that 
will come up behind you. You will have the same amount of health that you had 
at the end of last level too. You will eventually reach a section where you 
have to kill five TIE fighters. Kill them and you will go back to the normal 
setting of this level. You will reach a number counting down, survive until 
that number reaches zero and you will finish the level. 
                                                                                
"Finally, the Death Star was destroyed, but Darth Vader was still out there... 
alive. My feelings were telling me that our fates were tied to one another and 
someday we would meet again." 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.21 - Escape from the Cavern 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
"I was patrolling the snow-covered plains outside the Hoth Rebel Base when an 
enormous wampa attacked me from behind. I was knocked out! I woke up in his 
cavern just as he was walking my way, looking hungry..." 
                                                                                
The lightsaber. It was out of reach. I had to use the Force.  
                                                                                
Make one step to the right after you watch the cut scene for the objective of 
this level which is just to obviously escape from the cavern. After that, go to 
the right. You will see a crack in the ground. Jump over it because if you go 
on it, the floor will collapse and you will fall to your death. Just after that 
crack in the ground, will be a rock that will fall. Look at the top of the 
screen for it, this rock will look different from the previous two. 
                                                                                
Dash and jump over the next hole, it is short enough that you don't have to  
dash but there is a rock that will hit you if you jump too slowly. Keep going 
to the right and avoid the falling rocks. Go a little further to the right and 
you will have to fight another wampa. Just slash it with your lightsaber three 
times and it will die. Continue to the right after you kill the wampa. You will 



have to dash and jump over this hole and once you land you will have to fight 
another wampa. 
                                                                                
Dash and jump over this next hole. You will grab on to a platform and you will 
be hanging on to it. Jump on it and continue to the right. You will reach a big 
snowball. In that snowball will be a wampa but look to the left. There will  
also be a wampa to the left. Try to kill the one on the left and then go to the 
one on the right. The wampa on the left will drop a health for you if you need 
it after this fight. 
                                                                                
Dash and jump over the next hole and you will land on another platform. Jump on 
to it and continue to the right. You will have to fight another wampa. This one 
will roll the big snowball to you. Hit it with your lightsaber and then attack 
the wampa that pushed it. This wampa will take longer to kill but it still  
isn't too challenging. Go to the right after that fight and avoid the first 
rock that will fall, that will bring all the others down as well. Break the 
last rock there and continue to the right. 
                                                                                
Continue to the right for another wampa ambush. These will take less time to 
kill but there are more of them. The last two will drop a health for you if you 
need it. Go to the right and you will enter the next area. Go to the right and 
look at the top of the screen for a tip of a rock. Let it fall in front of you 
so you won't get hurt by it. Continue to the right and in the big snowball will 
be a wampa. Kill the wampa and continue to the right. 
                                                                                
Jump on to that big crate and fall off at the other end. Continue to the right 
and when you are near the big snowball, the wampa will appear. Kill it and  
break the rock that fell to continue to the right. The wampa will also drop a 
health if you need it. Continue to the right and there will be an ambuh of  
three wampas to the right. The second wampa will drop a health for you. Go to 
the right and fall down the hole. Don't let the snowballs hit you when they  
fall.
                                                                                
There will be a wampa just to the left of you now. One of the rocks will fall 
bringing the other two down with it. Go to the left after those rocks fall. You 
will reach an ambush of six wampas, coming in on each side. Two of the wampas 
will drop some health. Continue through the path and jump on the crate. Do it 
quick though because a rock may fall. Fall down and kill the wampa to the left. 
Now it's time for a big shortcut. Grab on to the ledge you are on and fall 
straight down, you won't die, but instead will make a big shortcut. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and jump on to the ledge. Go and fight the wampa that will  
appear in one of the snowballs. Jump over the next gap and kill the wampas when 
you land. You will be in another ambush. Be careful because these will come  
from pretty much anywhere. Kill them all and continue to the right. Run off the 
screen and into the next area. 
                                                                                
Dash and jump over this next hole and kill the wampa once you land. Go to the 
right and break the big snowball. Make a few more steps for an ambush. At this 
ambush, start off by looking to the right and breaking the big snowball that 
will be rolling at you, then start killing all of the wampas. Go to the right 
and once you see a platform, dash so you will be under it but don't run into  
the hole there. Kill all of the wampas on the ground and then get the wampa on 
the platform. 
                                                                                
Avoid the next falling rocks and jump on to the ledge. Kill the wampa on the 
platform and continue to the right. Jump over the next hole and make sure the 
rocks won't fall on your head when you land. Go further for an ambush. Kill the 
wampas to the left and then go to the edge of the hole in the middle. There  
will be a point where you can hit the wampa on the right. Kill those and kill 



the one in the middle if you want to. Now continue to the right. Now just  
continue to the right to finish this level. 
                                                                                
Luke    : Obi-Wan? 
Obi-Wan : You will go to the Dagobah system. 
Luke    : Dagobah system? 
Obi-Wan : There you will learn from Yoda, the Jedi Master who instructed me. 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.22 - Locate your X-wing 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Go to the right and jump over the hole. Go to the right and go under the snow 
trooper on the platform. There will be an ambush where you can do one of two 
things. You can either just go straight after the snow troopers with your 
lightsaber which will be quicker, or you can deflect their shots by pressing 
the L button and making the shots go back at them. Either way, this is an easy 
ambush which helps you with the lightsaber basics. When you kill all of the 
snow troopers on the ground, jump and hit the snow trooper on the platform. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and you will be in another ambush. Stay on one side for this 
one. Just hit the snow trooper that is close to you and be ready to deflect the 
other snow trooper's shots. To make the shot deflect straight back to them, 
crouch when deflecting. Go to the right a little further for a droid. The best 
thing to do here whether you like it or not, is to deflect its shot. The first 
deflection won't kill it, you will have to do it twice to make the droid die. 
                                                                                
Go to the right further and jump over the hole before it collapses underneath 
your feet. Kill the snow trooper on the platform with your lightsaber when you 
jump. Make a few more steps to go into an ambush. Go to the right and kill all 
of the snow troopers there. Deflect the droid's shots and then go after the 
snow troopers on the platform. Just try to get those last because they really 
shouldn't bother you in your position. 
                                                                                
Go further in for a droid, deflect its shots to get by it. Go to the right and 
jump in between the two holes. Here you will face another ambush, this time of 
all droids. Just stay in the middle and deflect all of their shots, a few shots 
are bound to hit you but don't worry because the last will drop a health for 
you. After the ambush, jump over the hole to the right and grab the health if 
you need it. Continue to the right and run into the next area. 
                                                                                
You will face another ambush within a few steps. First, try to kill the droid 
by deflecting all of its shots. Then just attack all of the snow troopers to  
the left. When no more are coming, jump on the platform. Kill the snow trooper 
up there and kill the rest that are coming in. Just over the crack in the  
ground so you won't fall in it and deflect the gunner's shots so it won't hit 
you. Continue to the right for another ambush. 
                                                                                
Jump over the next gap by dashing and jumping. Go to the right and on the right 
side of the platform for another ambush. A few feet after the ambush will be a 
droid that will appear out of the snow so stay alert. Shortly after that droid 
will be another droid. Now just run for a while and you won't have to fight 
anybody else. Just run into the door and you are done with this short level. 
                                                                                
"The Imperial forces had found us! We had no time to evacuate... At-ATs were 
all over the place! We got into our snowspeeders to try to trip them up. We  
were losing ground... and it only got worse when one of the AT-ATs shot me  
down!" 
                                                                                
"I wasn't useless on foot: I still had my explosive sapper charges! They could 



blow up an entire AT-AT -- if properly placed." 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.23 - Escape the Battleground 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Locate your X-wing before the Imperials capture the Rebel Base. 
                                                                                
This level gives you little time to think and to make strategies. The screen 
keeps moving which forces you to move. This whole levels is pretty much up to 
you. Avoid the lasers that will be shot at you from the sky. Whenever the legs 
lift up, go under them. If it steps on you or if you get stuck to the left of 
the legs, you will die. You will also have to time your jumps right to make it  
over the holes. 
                                                                                
Above the second leg will be a health pack that will add to your total health. 
You will have to dash under the foot while it is still up and jump at the right 
time so you will get it. That is the only way to get it and it can be pretty 
difficult. At a certain point after avoiding the legs, you will have to fight 
some snow troopers. Don't even try to deflect their shots, just attack them 
right away. You will eventually reach an ambush where the screen will stop, the 
last snow trooper to the left will drop health and once the ambush is over, the 
screen will start moving again. You will have to go through a door at the end 
of this path. 
                                                                                
Go to the right for an ambush. There will be another ambush shortly after. Stay 
towards the left side of the screen during this ambush though. A rock will fall 
from the sky and this will give you cover. Kill the snow troopers to the left 
and then break the rock. After you break the rock, go to the right and kill the 
snow troopers over there. After that ambush, go to the right and jump on the 
big crate. Jump on to the platforms and kill the snow troopers on all of the 
platforms.
                                                                                
Fall off of the second platform to avoid a big hole and continue to the right. 
Jump on the next crate and break the rock that falls. Go to the right and jump 
on the platform. Stay on these platforms and kill all of the snow troopers in 
this ambush. Don't fall off the platforms or you will die. To the right will be 
another ambush. Go to the right and either dash under the rocks or let them all 
fall. Go through the door at the end. 
                                                                                
Go to the right for an ambush. Jump on the platforms and kill the snow troopers 
up here first. Kill the two up there and fall down to the ground. Stay on one 
side attacking the snow troopers that will appear on that side and defleft the 
shots of the others. Go to the right for another ambush. Everybody will come 
from the left. Just stay on the left side, crouch, and attack. Now just go to 
the right and you won't face anymore enemies. You will reach the X-Wing  
finishing the level off. 
                                                                                
"After I finally reached my X-Wing, I managed to escape the battle. I knew I  
had to travel to Dagobah... to become a true Jedi."' 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
3.24 - Find Yoda 
------------------------------------------------- 

Obi-Wan : Remember, Luke: A Jedi uses the strength of the Force as his own, to 
           reach ever-greater heights. 
                                                                                
Find Yoda.
                                                                                



First, you will have to double jump over this tree stump. The first swampy  
water you will see can kill you. If you stand in it for too long, you will  
slowly sink just like you did in the quick sand. The next area you can just run 
through so you don't have to worry about making some huge jump. Dash and double 
jump to get on to the next tree stump. Dash and jump so you can get to the next 
tree stump, you can fall down but you may land in that sinking mud. Dash and  
jump over the sinking mud after this tree stump or you can just keep jumping  
along the mud. Run to the right here and you will find Yoda. 
                                                                                
Luke : you're Yoda?  
Yoda : Come! I mean you no harm. Why wish you become Jedi? Hmm? 
Luke : Mostly because of my father, I guess. 
Yoda : Ah, your father. Powerful Jedi was he, powerful Jedi, hmmm.  
Luke : I'm ready! 
Yoda : Ready are you? What know you of ready? For eight hundred years I trained 
        Jedi. My own counsel will I keep on who is to be trained! A Jedi must 
        have the deepest commitment, the most serious mind.  
Luke : I won't fail you -- I'm not afraid. 
Yoda : Oh, you will be. 
Luke : Show me the way of the Force, Master.  
Yoda : First, the Jedi Push will you learn. Now, practice. 
Luke : Alright, I'll give it a try.  
Yoda : No! Try not. Do. Or do not. There is no try.  
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.25 - Learn to Use the Force 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Start off by going to the right. Jump over the mud and stand on that small 
island. Use the Force by pressing R+B to move the rock. Keep going to the right 
jumping over all of the obstacles that may get in your way. Grab the Jedi power 
booster in the air and double jump to get on to the big tree stump. Jump on the 
branch off the tree stump. Go to the right and dash and double jump to get on 
the next tree stump. 
                                                                                
Go to the right, you can jump if you want to but you won't have to because you 
only fail if you touch the mud. Move the next bolder by moving it into the mud 
using the Force. Dash and jump on to the branch and jump on the small island 
after it. Now go to the right and you can touch this water. You will reach a 
tree. Hit it with your lightsaber and use the Force to knock it over. Go to the 
right and jump over the mud. Just continue to the right a little further and 
you will reach Yoda. 
                                                                                
Yoda : A Jedi's strength flows from the Force. But beware of the dark side.  
        Anger... fear... aggression. The dark side of the Force are they.  
        Easily they flow, quick to join you in a fight. If once you start down 
        the dark path, forever will it dominate your destiny, consume you it 
        will, as it did Obi-Wan's apprentice.  
Luke : Vader. Is the dark side stronger? 
Yoda : No...no...no. Quicker, easier, nire seductive.  
Luke : But how am I to know the good side from the bad? 
Yoda : You will know. When you are calm, at peace. Passive. A Jedi uses the  
        Force for knowledge and defense, never for attack.  
Luke : But tell me why I can't... 
Yoda : No, no, there is no why. Nothing more will I teach you today. Clear your 
        mind of questions. Hmm. Go practice. 
                                                                                
After talking to Yoda, you will have to go through another part of training. Go 
to the right and grab the Force refill if you need it. Go push the rock off  
that small island and you will have to land on it. You can either double jump 



to it or dash and jump. Jump off that small island and continue to the right  
for another Force refill. Dash and double jump to get on to the tree stump  
ahead of you. Grab the Force refill there if you need it. 
                                                                                
Jump on to the next branch here. Dash and jump or double jump to make it to the 
next branch. On this branch, there is a small trick you will have to do. Use  
the Force to make the branch move from side to side. Use the Force again when 
you are right next to the big rock. The rock will move but don't jump on the 
tree stump yet. Stay on the swinging branch for a Force refill and then go on 
the tree stump. 
                                                                                
Slowly fall off and don't jump when you get off the tree stump. If you jump, 
you will probably land in the mid making you fail the level. This will be a 
hard jump to make. You will have to dash and double jump with perfect timing 
to make it over this mud patch. After you make it past the mud, go a little  
further to the right and you will meet Yoda again. 
                                                                                
Luke : There's something not right here. I feel cold, death. 
Yoda : That place... is strong with the dark side of the Force. A domain of  
        evil it is. In you must go.  
Luke : What's in there? 
Yoda : Only what you take with you.  
                                                                                
Go to the right after this quick conversation and move the rock with the Force. 
Jump over the mud and continue to the right. You will then meet Darth Vader.  
Hit him a few times until the screen fades away. You will realize that wasn't 
really Darth Vader and it was really just a figment of your imagination. 
                                                                                
Luke : I just had a vision, Master Yoda.  
Yoda : Through the Force, things will see. Other places. The future... the  
        past.  
Luke : I saw... I saw a city in the clouds. 
Yoda : Hmm. Friends you have there. 
Luke : They were in pain.  
Yoda : It is future you see.  
Luke : Future? Will they die? 
Yoda : Difficult to see. Always in motion is the future.  
Luke : I've got to go to them.  
Yoda : Decide you must how to serve them best. If you leave now, help them you 
        could. But you would destroy all for which they have fought and  
        suffered. 
Luke : I can't keep the vision out of my head. They're my friends. I've got to 
        help them.  
Yoda : You must not go! 
Luke : But Han and Leia will die if I don't. I have to go.  
                                                                                
"Of course, Yoda was right. I should have completed my training. But I couldn't 
stay put while my friends were in danger. I had to go to Bespin's Cloud City." 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.26 - Locate Han, Leia, and the Others 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Obi-Wan : If you concentrate, Luke, the Force will let you move much faster. 
You will get a demonstration of this ability at the start of the level. Watch 
the cut scene for help. R2-D2 is with you this level. Make sure it doesn't get 
hurt so it will be with you all of the time. Go to the right with a cut scene 
showing Leia being taken away. After that will be the beginning of the actual 
level. 
                                                                                



Go to the right and kill the storm trooper there. There will be a quick ambush 
of one more storm trooper to the left. Jump over this gap and hit the switch. 
That will bring out a bridge that will help R2-D2 get across. Jump over the 
next gap and crouch immediately. Deflect the storm troopers shots until you 
kill both of them. Grab the health if you need it and hit the switch for  
another bridge. 
                                                                                
There will be another ambush of just one storm trooper to the left after a few 
steps. Go to the right and let R2-D2 put the elevator on so you can get up  
there. Go up the elevator and kill the storm trooper to the right. He will drop 
a Force refill if you need it. Grab that Force refill and go in to the next 
area through the door. In this new area, go to the right and have R2-D2 operate 
the elevator again. 
                                                                                
A droid will come out when the elevator turns on. Jump and try to slash at it 
with your lightsaber. Go up the elevator and kill the two storm troopers by 
deflecting their shots. Now go to the right a little further for an ambush. Now 
is a great time to use the Force Blitz ability so that R2-D2 won't get hurt. 
Continue to the right and go down the elevator. There will be a droid and a few 
storm troopers in an ambush. Kill them all and go have R2-D2 open the door to 
the right. Go in through the door to the next area. 
                                                                                
Go to the left and kill the droid so it won't mess you up later. Break the  
crates there for a blaster upgrade, not that you need one. Go to the right and 
get ready to deflect the shots of the gunner. Attack the other storm troopers 
that will be in the ambush. Continue to the right for another ambush. Try to 
either stay in the middle of the screen of kill the storm trooper on the  
platform first. Do one of those first. 
                                                                                
Jump on that platform and double jump to the right so you will be hanging  
there. Try to stay to the left and deflect that storm trooper's shots. Then go 
to right and beat up that droid. Go further to the right for an ambush. Here, 
you can fall down the hole in the middle and you won't die. You will have to 
climb back up and fight the storm troopers though so try not to fall down that 
hole. You will have to go down it near the end of the ambush though because 
they will start coming in from there. Grab the key card the last storm trooper 
drops. 
                                                                                
Go back on the platforms where you started the ambush and go to the right. Use 
the key card you just get out a bridge. Kill the droids on the bridge and  
continue to the right. At the end of the bridge, there will be a storm trooper. 
Kill him and he will drop a Force refill. Grab that if you need it and then go 
to the right and off the screen to get into the next area. 
                                                                                
Kill the droid that you will see once you enter this new area by deflecting its 
shots. Go to the right for an ambush. This ambush will be pretty big so I  
highly suggest to use the Force Blitz. You will have to go up a wall and jump 
over it. Jump over the gap and kill the droid. Go through the door here and  
kill the storm trooper. Go to the right and deflect the gunner's shots. Then go 
after the storm trooper on the platform. Kill all of the storm troopers in this 
ambush and grab the health packs two of them drop. Go to the right and kill the 
droid that will appear. Go jump off this area and kill the storm troopers.  
There will be an ambush. Kill the storm troopers here and go in to the next 
area through the door. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and kill the storm trooper by deflecting its shots back at  
them. This one will drop a force refill if you need it. Go further to the right 
and kill the droid by deflecting its shots back at it. You can also try Force 
Blitz to get it but you don't have to waste your Force energy. Go to the right 
for an ambush. Kill all of the storm troopers and jump over those machines.  



Kill the storm troopers in the ambush on the other side of them. Jump over the 
gap and kill of the storm troopers in this ambush. 
                                                                                
Go further to the right for two droids. Just stand in one spot and keep  
deflecting their shots by pressing L. Keep deflecting them until they both die 
and continue to the right. Go in through the door at the end of this room and 
into the next area. Fall down the hole to the right of you in the next area and 
kill the droid to the left. Once you land, quickly look to the left and just 
keep deflecting its shots until it dies. 
                                                                                
Go to the left for an ambush. Try to get the storm troopers on the platforms 
first. Go further to the right for another ambush. Again, you will have to  
climb up a wall and get over it like before. Try to use the Force Blitz here to 
get up there easily because that droid will probably mess you up. When you're 
over the wall, continue to the left. Fall off and go into another ambush. Kill 
all of the storm troopers and continue to the left for a droid. 
                                                                                
Go to the left and quickly kill the storm trooper using the gun. After you  
kill that storm trooper, stay in the middle of the screen. Crouch while you are 
in the middle and deflect the storm troopers shots around you so they will all 
die. Continue to the left and jump on the ledge with the storm trooper on it. 
Kill the storm trooper there. Kill all of the storm troopers on the other 
platforms and go on the platform to the right. On that platform, go in the door 
to reach the next area. 
                                                                                
Go to the left and go through the door. Kill the droid and kill the storm  
troopers in this area to finish the ambush. Go on the highest platform on the 
left and wait for the laser to turn off. Jump through it and kill the droid. 
Go on the highest platform on the left again and go through the laser when it  
turns off. Go down to the ground and go to the left until you are in an ambush. 
Kill all the storm troopers and keep going to the left killing the storm  
troopers. Run off the screen at the end to get into the next area. 
                                                                                
Fall down and kill the storm trooper there. Hit the switch there for a nice 
long bridge. You can either slowly advance and kill all of the droids you will 
come across or just fly by them all. If you have low health you should take  
your time. You will reach an ambush after a few steps though. After the  
bridge, you will fight a storm trooper. Go to the left for another ambush. Kill 
all of the storm troopers on the platforms and go through the door to the next 
area. There will also be a large health in the bottom right corner too. 
                                                                                
Go to the left and fall down. Go to the right and kill the storm trooper that 
you saw walking away when you fell. Go to the right killing storm troopers and 
the droids along the way. Jump over all of the boxes and you will be in an 
ambush. Kill everything you can and continue to the right. Climb up the grate 
and go to the left. Kill all of the enemies in the ambush and continue to the  
right. Go through all of the lasers and jump over the boxes. Kill all of the 
storm troopers here hit the switch. Grab the key card one of them drops and go 
through the door to the next area. 
                                                                                
Kill all of the storm troopers in the ambush to the left. Go on the highest 
platform you can now and turn the switch on with the key card. This will make 
a nice long bridge for you. Go across the bridge killing all of the droids  
and storm troopers along the way. Kill all of the enemies in the ambush and go 
all the way to the left to the door. Don't bother killing the enemies there 
because you don't have to kill them. Go in the door to the next area. 
                                                                                
Go to the right in this area and jump over the hole. Kill all of the enmies in 
this ambush and go to the right and climb up the grate. Kill the storm troopers 
in the ambush up there and fall down to the right. Land on the ground and jump 



over a gap for an ambush. Kill all of the enemies in this ambush and continue 
to the right. Avoid the lasers at the next ambush and run off the screen at the 
end to get to the next area. 
                                                                                
Go kill the enemies in the ambush just ahead of you and climb up the walls. Go 
to the right and jump on the platforms after that ambush for another ambush.  
Jump and land before the laser so you won't get hurt or fall to your death. Go 
under the laser and to the right. Kill all of the enemies in this ambush and go 
through the door at the end of this area. Before you can get to the door, you 
will face an ambush.  
                                                                                
Go to the left and just try to avoid all of the enemies until you get to an 
ambush. The ambush will start after the hole you have to jump over. Dash to the 
left when you land and take out the gunner and get the health. Kill the rest of 
them and continue to the left. Go all the way to the left and jump on the  
platform to go to the right at the end. Hit the switch after the ambush for a 
bridge. Go across the bridge and run to the door for the end of this long  
level.  
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.27 - Fight Darth Vader 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
*NOTE - Deflect will still block Darth Vader's attacks. 
Darth Vader : The Force is with you, young Skywalker. But you are not a Jedi 
               yet. 
                                                                                
Here you will have to fight Darth Vader. Whenever he dashes to one side, he  
will try to freeze you. So stay away from the middle as much as possible. If  
you can't get away, just double jump. After a while, he will jump down off the 
platform on to the lower platform. Go to the right and fight all of the storm 
troopers and droids in this ambush. Run to the right and off the screen to get 
to the next challenge.  
                                                                                
Just keep jumping towards Darth Vader and slash at him with your lightsaber. 
Do that to get past this section and you will eventually be pushed off into the 
final part of the battle. Just keep fighting him and defending all at the same 
time. When his health reaches zero, there will be a cut scene of what looks  
like Darth Vader winning the fight. 
                                                                                
Darth Vader : Join me and I will complete your training. With our combined  
               strength, we can end this destructive conflict and bring order  
               to the galaxy.  
Luke        : I'll never join you! 
Darth Vader : If you only knew the power of the dark side. Obi-Wan never told 
               you what happened to your father.  
Luke        : He told me enough! He told me you killed him. 
Darth Vader : No, Luke. I am your father. 
Luke        : No! 
                                                                                
"Vader was Anakin Skywalker, my father! Why hadn't Obi-Wan told me? Yoda was 
right; I wasn't ready to learn the truth. I was rescued by Leia, Chewie and  
their friend Lando just as they were fleeing the Imperial troops. Han had been 
encased in carbonite by Boba Fett, and taken to Jabba the Hutt. I had to rescue 
Han before I could deal with Vader. But I knew we would meet again. It was only 
a matter of time."  
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.31 - Find Han Solo 
------------------------------------------------- 



                                                                                
"Han was being held in Jabba's Palace. Leia and the droids had made an attempt 
to rescue him, but had been captured themselves. Their lives were now in my 
hands..." 
                                                                                
Obi-Wan : The energy of the Force can be used to sustain life. Use its power to 
           heal your wounds. 
                                                                                 
At the beginning of this level, you will get the Force heal ability. Remember  
howto use and and start off by going to the right. Two pig guards will apppear 
running towards you. Try to defend as much as possible against these because 
they will take a while to kill. Jump over the gap by dash and double jump. Once 
you land, you will have to fight more pig guards. Kill them and continue to 
the right.  
                                                                                
The next pig guard will be throwing axes at you. You can't deflect them back at 
the pig guard but you can still block them from hitting you. Keep blocking them 
and get closer and closer. When you get close enough, he will hit you with a 
melee attack so just be ready to fight back. Jump on to the platform and get to 
the other side to get over the next gap. Fall off the platform and keep  
blocking the axes. Don't advance towards the axe thrower until you kill the pig 
guard that runs towards you. Go to the right for an ambush and run off the 
screen to the next area.  
                                                                                
Make a few steps and a pig guard will appear. Kill him and continue to the 
right. Jump on the platform and there will be a lot of axe throwers up here. 
At this part, you will have to take your time and be very patient to take them 
all down. After the first break of enemies, some rocks will fall from the sky 
so try to not stop. Fall off at the end of the platform and you will eventually 
reach some pig guards running at you and more throwing axes from the platforms. 
Kill them all and just continue through the same path you have been using this 
whole level. 
                                                                                
You will have to jump to the next platform. If you think you can make it, jump 
so you will land under the platform. Kill the two axe throwers on the ground  
and then break the box for a nice big health. Then jump up on the platform and 
start killing the pig guards up there. Use the Force heal here because chances 
are you will get hurt here. Pick up the Force refills from the last pig guards 
if they are still there after the heal. Fall off at the end of the platform and 
walk to the edge of the next hole. Let the puff of smoke come out of the wall 
and then jump to clear the gap. Run off the screen to the area.  
                                                                                
Go to the right slowly until an ambush starts. Once it starts, stop and don't 
move to the right. Avoid the puff of smoke that will come out of the wall and 
kill the pig guards in this ambush. Continue to the right and jump on the  
platform. Look at the cracks in the ceiling so you know when to stop and when 
to go. There will be an ambush after the second crack, after the ambush use 
Force heal and grab the Force refill. Keep going to the right now. Fall off at 
the end of the platform and kill the two pig guards here and start defending 
yourself so the axes won't hurt you. 
                                                                                
Slowly advance towards the axe thrower and jump over the gap. Kill the axe 
thrower quickly before he hurts you and jump over the next gap. Kill the pig 
guard that is coming towards you and break the crate just ahead of you. Grab 
the health if you need it and jump on the platform. Kill the pig guards there 
and keep going to the right. Go on the platform for an ambush. Kill all of the 
pig guards here and continue to the right. Jump on the platform to the right  
and kill the axe thrower there. Be careful for the ceilings that will fall on 
you and kill the pig guards after that one. Continue to the right and go into 
the next area. 



                                                                                
Climb up the platforms to the right of you and watch the ceiling on the top 
platform to see when it may collapse on you. Jump off at the end on to the next 
platform and kill the pig guard there. Jump to the next platform and continue 
to the right killing all of the pig guards you come across. When the platform 
goes up again, there will be an ambush. After the ambush, continue on the path 
of the platforms. When you are on the ground again, there will be an ambush, 
kill all of them and go on the platform and continue to the right. 
                                                                                
You will eventually see Boba Fett and he will fly away on his jet pack. Now  
follow him by going to the right. There will eventually be a big ambush. The 
best thing to do is to keep doing the lightsaber combination when you hold up 
and press B. That will be the strongest attack and if you keep pressing B when 
you jump it will do a spin attack which will get everybody around you and this 
will kill them all in one hit. After the ambush, just go to the right and jump 
to the door and you will finish this level off. 
                                                                                
"Jabba clearly underestimated me... This was to be his fatal mistake..." 
                                                                                
"The disgusting creature had trapped me in the rancor's pit without my  
lightsaber! There was no escape, and the beast drooled menacingly..." 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.32 - Find a Way to Destroy the Rancor 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Find a way to destroy the rancor. 
                                                                                
This fight will be pretty tricky and can be hard at the same time. Go all the 
way to the right. When you see him lift his foot up higher than when he would 
when he makes a step, roll under him and to the right. That will make the  
Rancor stomp, when it stomps, some rocks will fall. Go to the left and when it 
lifts its foot up again, roll to the right. Use your Force Push to throw the 
rocks that fell back at the Rancor. Keep hitting him until he reaches the door 
and you will have to make a rock hit the switch to make the door crush it. 
                                                                                
"Jabba's plan was to take us out to the Dune Sea, and cast us into the Pit of 
Carkoon, the nesting place of the monstrous Sarlacc. But I had my own plans -- 
and Jabba wasn't going to like them..." 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.33 - Destroy the Main Barge 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
This level is just like the other level that will automatically make you move  
to the right if you don't move yourself. Move to the right a little bit and 
there will be an ambush. Kill all of the pig guards here and jump on to the  
right most platform. You will reach another ambush after a while. Don't fall 
down the middle here or you will die. Keep going to the right and just don't 
fall. Kill all of the pig guards and you will reach a section that will stop. 
Go off the screen to the next area.  
                                                                                
This next area will have Boba Fett flying around. Try to hit him as early and 
most often as possible. If you hit him, he will fly away for a while and come 
out later on. If you don't attack him, he'll just keep flying around. Try to 
get him as much as possible. Keep attacking him and then the screen will 
eventually stop moving. That will show you that you're done with this area. 
Just keep attacking Boba Fett until he flies away. Now run off the screen and  
into the next area.  
                                                                                



Once again, continue across the screen killing all of the pig guards along the 
way. At the beginning of the area, Boba Fett will appear. Just hit him once and 
he won't bother you again for a while. Just continue to the right for a few 
ambushes and jump from barge to barge until you get to the end. There will 
eventually be a barge you will have to double jump to get on to so remember to 
double jump when you have to. Run off the last barge to get out of the area.  
                                                                                
"We were together again, and a new mission awaited us. The Emperor had a new  
Death Star under construction, with a protective shield being generated from  
the Forest Moon of Endor. The Rebel Alliance had to deactivate the shield on 
the planet in order for the Rebel fleet to be able to destroy the Death Star." 
                                                                                
"When we landed on Endor, scout troopers detected our presence. The mission 
needed to remain a secret if we were to have any chance of success!" 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.34 - Stop the Scout Troopers 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
This level is fairly easy as long as you pay attention to the arrows. First,  
you will have to kill the enemy that comes up from behind you. The enemy  
speeder bikes will be pretty annoying, especially when objects are in the path. 
You can either shoot them or you can push them into the side of the woods. Now 
you will have to look at the arrows. The red arrows will mean a solid object is 
coming up, one you can really get hurt by. The yellow arrows will show an  
object that won't hurt you as much. Just get to the end to finish this level. 
At the end you will hit a big branch that strectches across the hole level. You 
won't die, you'll just finish the level. 
                                                                                
"The scouts were down, but I was lost. I had to find a way back to my friends. 
I began to have a strange feeling. Was Vader on this planet?" 
                                                                                
-------------------------------------------------                               
 3.35 - Locate Han, Leia, and the Others                                        
-------------------------------------------------                               
                                                                                
Obi-Wan : Luke, the Force is your ally. Its power is greater than all of your  
           foes. 
                                                                                
You will start off by getting the attack that will kill all the enemies in  
front of you with a single slash. You will start to use this ability in the 
ambushes. Go to the right and you will reach a big hole. Dash and double jump 
to make it over this hole safely. You will come to an ambush of two dogs here. 
Do not use the Jedi Slash in this ambush since it is very easy, reminds you of 
a level one ambush. 
                                                                                
You will eventually reach a storm troopers behind some bushes. Just deflect his 
shots and continue to the next storm trooper. Do the same thing that you did to 
the first storm trooper and keep going to the right. There will eventually be  
an ambush. Kill all of the storm troopers to the left on the ground first. When 
they're all dead, use the Force heal. Grab the Force refill they drop and then 
jump on the tree stump. Kill the storm troopers up there. Fall off the tree and 
go to the right for an easy ambush.  
                                                                                
Jump over the next gap and there will be another easy ambush of three dogs. Pay 
attention becuase they will be covered by the bushes and and the tree so they 
can appear at any second. Use Force heal after and pick up a Force refill. Go 
to the next tree stump and hit it once with your lightsaber. Use the Force push 
to get it out of your way and continue over the next hole. You will have to 
jump on the swinging log and then jump up the branches. Keep climbing the  



branches and kill all of the storm troopers that get in your way. 
When you get to the top of the branches, go across the bridge to the right. You 
will reach an ambush that is easy if you use this strategy. Once the ambush 
starts, dash to the right. Duck and start killing the storm troopers to the 
right because those will duck but the storm troopers on the left won't duck. 
The shots from the left will go right above your head and the storm troopers 
from the right won't get a chance to shoot. Once all of the storm troopers from 
the right are gone go to the left and crouch and kill them all. 
                                                                                
You will reach another ambush soon. Use the same exact strategy that you just 
used and keep going to the right. Fall off the last branches and kill the two 
storm troopers on the last branch. Once you kill both of them, go to the right. 
You won't face any more storm troopers here so just keep running until you get 
into the next area. 
                                                                                
Make a few steps and you will reach a dog. Go a little further for a big 
ambush. Start off by using the Force Slash to clear the first set of storm  
troopers. Then go after the storm troopers on the ground. You can use the Force 
heal and when you sit down, you will just be low enough to heal yourself. Just 
keep killing the storm troopers and using the Force heal as much as you need to 
to finish the ambush. 
                                                                                
You will reach another ambush, for this one you will have to stay on the  
ground, you won't be able to jump up on the platform if even if you try. Just 
start off by killing the dogs that will appear. Kill the storm troopers after 
the dogs and use the Jedi heal. Get the Force refills and go to the right. Kill 
the storm troopers that you will come across. In the ambush, hit the tree stump 
and then knock it over by using the Jedi push. Jump on the stump and get on the 
platform when you kill all of the storm troopers on the ground. 
                                                                                
You will have to jump on the platforms and you will reach a log you have to 
jump on. This jump is very hard to make and it may take a few tries. You have 
to dash and double jump almost perfectly to make this huge jump. There will be 
an ambush when you get on the next platform here. Just keep deflecting all of 
the storm troopers' shots since there won't be any behind you. An insect will 
appear behind you so kill it when you get a chance and continue killing the 
storm troopers until you finish the ambush. Run off the screen to the right for 
the next area. 
                                                                                
After a few steps, you will reach the insect ambush. Just do the jump spin  
attack withyour lightsaber to take them all out quickly. Three of them will  
drop Force refills so refill your health using the Force at the end if you have 
to and then fill up your Force energy. Go to the end of this platform and there 
will be a quick cut scene of a bug flying straight at you, this one won't shoot 
anything but it will just try to hit you. Just keep slashing your lightsaber 
through the sky until it dies.  
                                                                                
Now jump on to the log, you can use the Jedi push to make the log swing but it 
is not necessary. You can very easily make the jump on to the next platform  
without making the log swing. It is really just a waste of the Force energy. 
Jump on to the platform to the right and jump on the tree. You can climb up to 
the top and then jump to the left. Once you land kill the two storm troopers 
there. 
                                                                                
There will eventually be another ambush. You can use Jedi Slash to get this one 
done easily or you can just keep jumping and using the spin combo on those  
insects. Also try to kill the storm troopers on the ground because they can 
become really annoying. Walk to the end of this platform and double jump so you 
can climb up the vines. Go to the right for an ambush of a lot of insects and  
then three storm troopers. 



                                                                                
Keep going for a storm trooper on the platform. Just jump and do an uppercut  
and that storm trooper's done. Go to the next platform and jump on it for an 
ambush. Kill the storm troopers up there and refill your health if you need to. 
Now double jump off the left and down one platform. Start deflecting the storm 
troopers' shots down there. Now just kill the rest of them. Now just run down 
to the right and there won't be any more enemies. Go into the next area of the 
level. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and when the ambush begins, quickly turn around. Kill all of  
the storm troopers however you want to. Go to the end of this platform and  
watch the little cut scene of the bees flying at you. You can still just hit 
these with the lightsaber and it will drop a Force refill. Now jump on the 
platform to the right and make it swing by using the Jedi push. Jump off the 
swinging log and on to the platform to the right.  
                                                                                
There will be a quick ambush in this screen. If the insects get too high, just 
climb the tree to reach them. After the ambsuh, climb the tree and jump to the  
right at the end. There will be an ambush. Kill the storm trooper on the  
platform and then kill the insects. When you kill all of the insects, kill the 
storm troopers. Refill your health after that big ambush and pick up all of the 
Force refills that remain. 
                                                                                
Jump off the platform to the right and climb down the tree. You can kill that 
insect at the top but it's not necessary. Go to the right for a quick ambush. 
Go to the right for another ambush. For this ambush, jump to the right and kill 
all of the storm troopers there. If you need health go as far to the right as 
you can and use the Force heal. Now move a little bit to the left and start 
deflecting shots. Try to go far enough to the left that you are also deflecting 
the shots from the storm trooper in the top left corner. Just kill the rest of 
them after you kill all of the storm troopers on the ground. 
                                                                                
After the ambush, go to the right and jump on the log. Once again, use the Jedi 
push to make the log swing. Jump on the vines to the right and climb up them. 
Jump on the platform to the right. This will bring you to the next area, just 
run off the screen.  
                                                                                
Go to the right for an ambush of different kinds of insects. Climb down the  
tree to the right and kill the storm trooper at the bottom of it. Go on the  
higher platform and use the same strategy that you used in the last ambush in 
the same small area, the one high half platform and the one lower full  
platform. Kill them all and use Force heal as much as necessary. Keep grabbing 
the Force refills as they drop them too.  
                                                                                
Go to the right and at the end of the platform. Right when the quick cut scene 
ends, start slashing your lightsaber to kill the insect flying straight at you. 
Before you jump on the log, turn around and kill the storm trooper that is  
sneaking up on you. After you kill him, jump on to the log at the right and use 
the Jedi push. Jump off the swinging log to the right and on to the platform.  
There will be an ambush here, kill all of the insects and continue to the  
right.  
                                                                                
There will be an ambush. Kill everybody all around as fast as possible and use  
the Force heal right after. Grab all of the Force Refills and run off the  
screen to the right to finally finish this long level. 
                                                                                
"When I reached the Ewok village, I finally had a chance to explain to Leia  
what Yoda told me. Vader was my father -- our father. But because the Force was 
strong in our family, Leia had somehow always known that we were brother and 
sister..."



                                                                                
"Vader was here on Endor because of me. I had to face my father -- and try to 
save him."
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.36 - Meet Darth Vader 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Meet Darth Vader at the Imperial Landing Platform. 
                                                                                
Run to the right and kill the first dog that appears. Continue to the right and 
jump on the log. Use the Jedi push to make it swing. Jump up on to the platform 
and kill all of the enemies in the ambush. After the ambush, use the Force heal 
and grab the Force refills. Now jump down the tree to the right and kill the 
storm trooper there. Hit the tree and use the Jedi Push to knock it over. Jump 
on the stump and double jump on to the platform right above you. 
                                                                                
When you land, start deflecting the storm trooper's shots. Shortly after you 
kill the storm trooper, another storm trooper will appear, do the same thing.  
More and more storm troopers will keep appearing there, just keep hitting the 
deflect button until they all die and continue to the right. Kill all of the 
storm troopers in this ambush. Go to the right and jump over the hole. Kill 
the gunner on the other side.  
                                                                                
Now just keep going to the right and falling on the ground and you will  
eventually reach another ambush, this one is great to use the Jedi Slash in.  
Just keep using it and grabbing the refills until there is only one left,  
simply kill that last storm trooper and heal yourself. Run off the screen to  
the right to get to the next area. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and kill all of the storm troopers in this ambush. Run off the 
screen to the right to get through this short area. Go up the platforms and 
kill the storm troopers along the way. When you can't climb any higher, go to 
the right. There will be a long ambush, this will be another good ambush to use 
the Jedi slash in. Go down to the platform with the rock on it and use the Jedi 
push to kill all of the storm troopers. Some may of went under you so kill the 
remaining storm troopers and continue through the level.  
                                                                                
Jump over the hole in the ground by dashing and double jumping. Go to the right 
and get all the dogs first, you can use the Jedi slash here too because a lot 
of the enemies in this ambush will drop Force refills. Kill all of them and  
keep going to the right. There won't be any more enemies and you will meet 
Darth Vader. 
                                                                                
Darth Vader : The Emperor has been expecting you.  
Luke        : I know, Father. 
Darth Vader : So, you have accepted the truth.  
Luke        : I've accepted the truth that you were once Anakin Skywalker, my 
               father. 
Darth Vader : The name no longer has any meaning for me.  
Luke        : It is the name of your true self. You've only forgotten. I know 
               there is good in you. The Emperor hasn't driven it from you 
               fully. That was why you couldn't destroy me. That's why you  
               won't bring me to your Emperor now.  
Darth Vader : You don't know the power of the dark side. I must obey my master. 
Luke        : I will not turn -- and you'll be forced to kill me.  
Darth Vader : If thatis your destiny. 
Luke        : Search your feelings, Father. You can't do this. I feel the  
               conflict within you. Let go of your hate.  
Darth Vader : It is too late for me, son. The Emperor will show you the true 



               nature of the Force. He is your master now.  
Luke        : Then my father is truly dead. 
                                                                                
"Vader brought me to the Emperor on the Death Star. When I realized my friends 
and the Rebel fleet were headed for a trap, I lost hope. I couldn't resist any  
longer. I became filled with hate."  
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------- 
 3.37 - Fight Darth Vader 
------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Master      : Welcome, young Skywalker. I have been expecting you. I'm looking  
               forward to completing your training. In time you will call me  
               Master. 
Luke        : You're gravely mistaken. You won't convert me as you did my  
               father. 
Master      : Oh, no, my young Jedi. You will find that it is you who are  
               mistaken... about a great many things.  
Luke        : You're wrong. Soon I'll be dead... and you with me.  
Master      : Perhaps you refer to the imminent attack of your Rebel fleet.  
               Yes... I assure you we are quite safe from your friends here.  
Luke        : Your overconfidence is your weakness.  
Master      : Your faith in your friends is yours.  
Darth Vader : It is pointless to resist, my son.  
Master      : Everything that has transpired has done so according to my  
               design. Your friends up there on the Sanctuary Moon... Are  
               walking into a trap. As is your Rebel fleet! From here you will 
               witness the final destruction of the Alliance, and the end of 
               your insignificant Rebellion.  
Luke        : No! 
Master      : Good. I can feel your anger. I am defenseless. Take your weapon! 
               strike me down, with all your hatred and your journey towards  
               the dark side will be complete.  
                                                                                
The battle will finally begin. Just deflect all of Darth Vader's attacks so you 
won't get hurt. When he charges towards you, jump and start attacking him from 
behind. Use the uppercut attack because it is the strongest. After a few hits, 
a cut scene will occur.  
                                                                                
Darth Vader : Obi-Wan has taught you well.  
Luke        : I will not fight you, Father.  
Darth Vader : You are unwise to lower your defenses.  
Luke        : Your thoughts betray you, Father. I feel the good in you... the 
               conflict. 
Darth Vader : There is no conflict. 
Luke        : You couldn't bring yourself to kill me before and I don't believe 
               you'll destroy me now. You underestimate the power of the dark 
               side. If you will not fight, then you will meet your destiny. 
                                                                                
Now it will go back to the fighting, right away, jump up on to the platform but 
try to time your jump so you will miss Darth Vader's lightsaber when he throws 
it. Also avoid the rocks and run straight at him and just keep attacking him  
for anothercut scene.  
                                                                                
Darth Vader : You cannot hide forever, Luke.  
Luke        : I will not fight you.  
Darth Vader : Give yourself to the dark side. It is the only way you can save  
               your friends. Yes, your thoughts may betray you. Your feelings  
               for them are strong. Especially for... Sister! So... you have a  
               twin sister. Your feelings have now betrayed her, too. Obi-Wan  



               was wise to hide her from me. Now his failure is complete. If  
               you will not turn to the dark side, then perhaps she will.  
Luke        : No!!!! 
                                                                                
Once again you will keep fighting Darth Vader. Now the rest of the fight is  
very easy. Just go straight after Darth Vader and keep using the uppercut  
attack (Up+B.) This time it will be faster if you don't jump so try not to  
jump. Just keep pushing him into the right or left side of the screen and keep 
doing the same attack until he finally falls.  
                                                                                
Master : Good! Your hate has made you powerful. NNow, fulfill your destiny take 
          your father's place at my side!  
Luke   : Never! I'll never turn to the dark side. You've failed, Your Highness. 
          I am a Jedi, like my father was before me.  
Master : So be it... Jedi. If you will not be turned, you will be destroyed. 
                                                                                
"Fighting my father, I suddenly realized how much I was becoming like him. I 
threw away my lightsaber. I would never turn to the dark side. The Emperor had 
failed. He would have to destroy me." 
                                                                                
"Vader, my father, couldn't just stand by and watch me die. He feared the  
Emperor, but his love for me was stronger. Enduring his injuries, he grabbed  
the Emperor and hurled him into the abyss." 
                                                                                
"The Emperor was dead and my father redeemed. I escaped the Death Star and  
brought what remained of my father back with me to Endor, to give him a true 
Jedi funeral." 
                                                                                
"I escaped the Death Star in the nick of time... just as the Rebel fleet  
destroyed it. The Empire was finally defeated." 
                                                                                
"We celebrated our great victory together. The galaxy was free, and I foresaw  
that a new generation of Jedi Knights would once again be guardians of peace  
and justice...." 
                                                                                
That is the whole game, I hope you enjoyed it. The bonus level is called the  
"Arena." All you have to do in it is kill as many enemies as you can with the 
lightsaber. I'm not sure if there is any end but it is very fun to play. To 
play it go to single player, choose the name that beat the game, and go to  
replay. Choose the level all the way to the right and that's the Arena level. 
Enjoy! 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. - Abilities 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Dash:
  - Double tap Left or Right. You will get this ability in the level "Meet 
     Obi-Wan at the Cantina." 
                                                                                
Roll:
  - A while crouched. You will get this ability in the level "Meet R2-D2 and 
     Reach the Control Room." 

Reflection: 
  - L to deflect enemy fire. You will get this ability in the level "Escape 
     from the Cavern." 
                                                                                
Jedi Jump:
  - Press A while in the air. You will get this ability in the level "Find  



     Yoda." 
                                                                                
Jedi Push:
  - Push from a distance without contact. Push R+B You will get this ability in 
     level "Learn to use the Force." 

Force Blitz: 
  - Push L+R to move twice as fast as everone. You will gain this ability in 
     the level "Locate Han, Leia, and the Others." 
                                                                                
Force Heal: 
  - Use concentration to heal your wounds. R+Down. You will get this ability in 
     the level "Find Han Solo." 
                                                                                
Jedi Slash: 
  - Destroy all enemies in a single slash. Hold B and release. You will get  
     this ability in the second leveld called "Locate Han, Leia, and the  
     Others." 
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5. - Unlockables 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Level Select - Finish the game.  
Secret Level - Finish the game, and in the level selection screen you will be  
         able to pick a new, secret, level.  
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6. - Disclaimer 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
This FAQ/Walkthrough is copyrighted (c) 2004 to Frank Grochowski. International 
Copyright laws protect this FAQ/Walkthrough. You cannot sell this               
FAQ/Walkthrough for a profit of any kind. You cannot reproduce this             
FAQ/Walkthrough in any way with out my written consent. You are however allowed 
yo download this FAQ/Walkthrough for personal use. You can also post it on your 
web site as long as you give me full credit, don't change it in any way, and it 
is free. The latest version will always be found at:                            
                                                                                
http://www.GameFAQs.com                                                        
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